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A B S T R A C T 
We present EKSTER , a new method for simulating star clusters from birth in a live galaxy simulation that combines the smoothed- 
particle hydrodynamics (SPH) method PHANTOM with the N -body method PETAR . With EKSTER , it becomes possible to simulate 
individual stars in a simulation with only moderately high resolution for the gas, allowing us to study whole sections of a galaxy 
rather than be restricted to individual clouds. We use this method to simulate star and star cluster formation in spiral arms, 
inv estigating massiv e giant molecular clouds (GMCs) and spiral arm regions with lower mass clouds, from two galaxy models 
with different spiral potentials. After selecting these regions from pre-run galaxy simulations, we re-sample the particles to 
obtain a higher resolution. We then re-simulate these regions for 3 Myr to study where and how star clusters form. We analyse the 
early evolution of the embedded star clusters in these regions. We find that the massive GMC regions, which are more common 
with stronger spiral arms, form more massive clusters than the sections of spiral arms containing lower mass clouds. Clusters 
form both by accreting gas and by merging with other proto-clusters, the latter happening more frequently in the denser GMC 
regions. 
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tars form in galaxies, from collapsing molecular clouds (Lada & 
ada 2003 ). Generally, star formation does not form stars one at a
ime, but whole clusters and associations are born at similar epochs 
efore feedback halts star formation (Portegies Zwart, McMillan & 
ieles 2010 ). We see this happen mostly on the scales of individual
iant molecular clouds (GMCs) or molecular cloud comple x es [e.g. 
arina (Preibisch et al. 2011 ; Buckner et al. 2019 ) and Sco-Cen (de
eeuw et al. 1999 ; Pecaut & Mamajek 2016 ; Wright & Mamajek
018 )] and the arms of spiral galaxies (e.g. in M51; Bastian et al.
005 ; Scheepmaker et al. 2009 ). 
Simulations of star clusters generally focus on either starting from 
 single spherical or elongated cloud, allowing for moderate to high 
esolution (e.g. Bate, Bonnell & Bromm 2003 ; Fujii & Portegies 
wart 2015 ; Liow & Dobbs 2020 ), or skip the star formation
tage and take a distribution of stars as their starting point, using a
pherical Plummer ( 1911 ) or King ( 1966 ) distribution (e.g. Aarseth
974 ; Heggie & Hut 2003 ), a fractal type distribution (e.g. Allison
t al. 2010 ; Yu, de Grijs & Chen 2011 ; Daf fern-Po well & Parker
020 ), or by using observed regions to inform the starting point of
 simulation (Sills et al. 2018 ). Such simulations either ignore the
alactic environment completely, or include it only in rudimentary 
orm, e.g. as a galactic tidal field. Since changing galactic dynamics 
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deal. 
As well as dramatic events such as mergers, bars (e.g. Sheth et al.
005 ; Hirota et al. 2014 ; Emsellem et al. 2015 ; Vera, Alonso &
oldwell 2016 ; D ́ıaz-Garc ́ıa et al. 2020 ; Maeda et al. 2020 ), and the
ccretion of gas clouds (Alig et al. 2018 ) can affect the local if not
lobal star formation rate in galaxies. Ho we ver, spiral arms are the
ost common environment for star formation in galaxies, with the 
as dynamics of spiral arms determining at least where star formation
ccurs in galaxies, and also potentially influencing how much star 
ormation occurs. 
Ideally, to simulate the formation of star clusters self-consistently 
ne would run a full galaxy simulation with enough resolution 
o form individual stars. Computational limits make such a simu- 
ation unfeasible ho we v er. Simulations that resolv e the formation
f individual stars (Bate et al. 2003 ; Bate 2012 ) are done on the
cale of individual molecular clouds, but not necessarily even a 
hole cloud. Simulations focusing on larger scales (e.g. Smilgys & 
onnell 2017 ; Bending, Dobbs & Bate 2020 ; Treß et al. 2021 )
herefore simplify the stellar population into ‘sink particles’, whose 
roperties are calculated using sub-grid physics. These simulations 
gnore the dynamical evolution of the stellar population, and do not
llow us to study the evolution of the star clusters. More recently
hough, approaches have been made to more fully represent stellar 
opulations with individual star particles (e.g. Hubber et al. 2013 ;
all et al. 2019 ; Lah ́en et al. 2020 ; Hirai, Fujii & Saitoh 2021 ; Hislop
t al. 2021 ) even if the gas resolution is not correspondingly high,
ather than simply using sinks whose masses constitute clusters or 
ub-clusters. 
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ber 2021By following the full stellar population, this also allows us
o study the dynamics of the stars. This has the advantage that
t is possible to follow both the N -body dynamics plus the gas
imultaneously, whereas typically previous simulations that follow
luster evolution using full N -body dynamics have assumed that
he gas is expelled on some time-scale and/or adopted a potential
or the gas (Geyer & Burkert 2001 ; Bastian & Goodwin 2006 ;
aumgardt & Kroupa 2007 ; Moeckel & Bate 2010 ; Smith et al.
011 ; Banerjee & Kroupa 2013 ; Pfalzner & Kaczmarek 2013 ; Farias
t al. 2015 ; Shukirgaliyev et al. 2018 ). Following the dynamics
lso allows mergers between clusters or sub-clusters to be fully
esolved. Previous spiral arm scale simulations found that cluster
ergers are frequent (Smilgys & Bonnell 2017 ), and simulations
f both isolated GMCs (Fujii & Portegies Zw art 2015 ; How ard
t al. 2019 ) and spiral arm GMCs find mergers are important for
assive cluster formation (Dobbs et al. 2021 ), but again these
imulations typically used sinks representing clusters. Mergers have
ong been presumed to be important for the hierarchical growth of
tellar clusters (Bonnell, Bate & Vine 2003 ; V ́azquez-Semadeni,
onz ́alez-Samaniego & Col ́ın 2017 ; Grudi ́c et al. 2018 ; Chen, Li &
ogelsberger 2021 ). 
In this paper, we follow cluster formation with full N -body
ynamics in four different sections of spiral galaxies. We start
ur simulations by extracting a section centred on a GMC and a
ection of a spiral arm from two simulated spiral galaxies, which
iffer in spiral arm strength. We use two different spiral models,
ith different strength spiral arms as a means of examining the
ole of spiral arms. Previous work has found that spiral arms do
ot typically make a large difference to the global star formation
ate in numerical simulations galaxies (Dobbs, Burkert & Pringle
011 ; Pettitt et al. 2017 ; Kim, Kim & Ostriker 2020 ; Tress et al.
020 ), rather the gas is simply gathered together in the spiral arms
Elme green & Elme green 1986 ; Vogel, K ulkarni & Sco ville 1988 ).
bservations of nearby arms in our Galaxy suggest they do not have
 significant role (Eden et al. 2013 , 2015 ; Urquhart et al. 2021 );
o we ver, there is some recent observational evidence that spiral
rms have some impact on star formation rates over larger galaxy
amples (Yu, Ho & Wang 2021 ). Colombo et al. ( 2014 ) also find more
assive, and strongly star forming GMCs in the spiral arms of M51
ompared to the inter-arm regions. Furthermore, while the previous
umerical studies do not find large global changes, have found that
articularly massive GMCs can form in the presence of stronger, or
idally induced spiral arms (Dobbs et al. 2011 ; Pettitt et al. 2018 )
ompared to weaker or flocculent spiral arms. Small-scale models
f colliding flows also find that strongly converging flows lead to
assive clusters (Dobbs et al. 2020 ; Liow & Dobbs 2020 ). Such
onditions would more likely occur in galaxies with stronger spiral
rms, or locations in galaxies where localized strongly converging
ows occur (Eden et al. 2012 ; Motte et al. 2014 ). Dobbs et al. ( 2021 )
est the latter. Here we test the former scenario where we simply
ary the arm potential, which in turn produces stronger velocity
radients. 
We aim to simulate the formation and early evolution of the full
tellar population that would form in a section of a spiral galaxy
y means of a multiscale simulation. To this end, we use the Astro-
hysical Multipurpose Software Environment (AMUSE) (Portegies
wart et al. 2009 ; Pelupessy et al. 2013 ; Portegies Zwart & McMillan
018 ) to combine SPH with multiscale N -body dynamics and stellar
volution in a new simulation method, which we name EKSTER . With
his method we can simulate the formation of individual stars, while
t also allows us to take the galactic environment into account. This
ethod is similar in approach to the methods used in the TORCH (WallNRAS 509, 6155–6168 (2022) t al. 2019 ) and SIRIUS (Fujii et al. 2021 ; Hirai et al. 2021 ) projects,
hough both focus on simulating individual clouds rather than a
alactic environment – the former using grid-based hydrodynamics,
he latter using an SPH method. 
The structure of this paper is as follows: in Section 2, we introduce
ur simulation code, in Section 3 we discuss the initial conditions
nd settings used in our simulations, we describe the analysis of
ur simulations in Section 4, in Section 5 we show the results from
ur simulations and discuss their implications and we conclude in
ection 6. 
 SI MULATI ON  M E T H O D  
o study how the galactic environment affects the formation and
arly evolution of star clusters, we want to simulate both a reasonably
arge section of a spiral galaxy and individual stars in the forming
tar clusters. At the mass resolution required to form individual stars
irectly from gas (e.g. 0.0011 M  per SPH particle in Bate et al.
003 ), this is not feasible. Our solution is to write a new simulation
odel that combines a hydro simulation at relatively low resolution
in this article: 1 M  per SPH particle) with a method to form
ndividual stars from star-forming regions (‘sinks’). We implement
his in the EKSTER simulation model, which we make publicly
vailable via https:// github.com/rieder/ ekster (Rieder & Liow 2021 ).
EKSTER is a modular star formation simulation code that combines
 as h ydrodynamics, stellar dynamics, and stellar evolution with a
tar formation method. It also supports external tidal fields and
eedback processes. EKSTER employs AMUSE as the environment
hat combines these elements. In this article, EKSTER uses PHANTOM
Price et al. 2018 ) for gas hydrodynamics, while stellar dynamics
s done with the high-precision, high-performance Tree/direct N -
ody hybrid code PETAR (Wang et al. 2020 ) and stellar evolution
s done with SEBA (Portegies Zwart & Verbunt 1996 ; Toonen,
elemans & Portegies Zwart 2012 ). We couple the gravitational
ynamics between stars and gas using BRIDGE (Portegies Zwart
t al. 2020 ), an AMUSE module based on Fujii et al. ( 2007 ). Time-
ependent tidal fields are supported using the method described in
ieder et al. ( 2013 ), and feedback from stellar winds and supernovae
s an option via STELLAR WINDS.PY (Van der Helm et al. 2019 ).
upport for other types of feedback (e.g. radiation) is work in
rogress. 
Our approach has several advantages o v er using a single hy-
rodynamics code (e.g. PHANTOM ) for this kind of simulation,
rimarily that we can support many more star particles. PHANTOM
s designed to support sink particles in addition to gas, using direct
 -body for the sinks and a k d-tree mechanism closely following
afton & Rosswog ( 2011 ) for the gas to integrate gravity. In
ur simulations, we expect the number of stars to be comparable
o the number of gas particles, which would make this a very
low approach. PETAR instead uses a hybrid tree/direct N -body
pproach for integrating its particles (based on the PENTACLE
ethod from Iw asaw a et al. 2017 ), combined with algorithmic
egularization for binary stars. This approach is very useful for
ur simulations, as it will ensure that direct N -body gravity is
sed where needed in local groups (e.g. the cores of star clusters),
hile at larger distances tree gravity is still suitable. Scaling is
herefore substantially better than N 2 . Another advantage of our
ethod is its modular nature, which means that we can easily add
odules for e.g. feedback and switch out one code for another when
esired. 
The settings and parameters used for the different codes are listed
n Table 1 and described in the following sections. 
Evolution of star clusters in spiral galaxies 6157 
Table 1. The parameters used for the simulations presented 
are listed abo v e. d t bridge , d t Phantom , and d t PeTar are the global 
time-steps for the BRIDGE , PHANTOM , and PETAR codes, 
respectively, r out is the switchover radius between the tree 
and direct N -body methods for stellar gravity, and ρcrit are 
r accr are the accretion density and radius. 
Parameter Setting 
d t bridge 0.0025 Myr 
d t Phantom d t bridge /2 
d t PeTar d t bridge /256 
r out 0.001 pc 
ρcrit 10 −18 g cm −3 
r accr 0.25 pc 
EOS Isothermal 
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as hydrodynamics in EKSTER is implemented via the SPH code 
HANTOM (Price et al. 2018 ), though other hydrodynamical methods 
ith an AMUSE interface could be used in its place. Gas particles in
HANTOM are integrated on individual time-steps, while a global 
ynchronization time-step of d t Phantom is used (see Table 1 ). By
ecessity, all gas particles in PHANTOM have an equal mass. When a
tar formation region forms, gas particles accreted by this region are 
emo v ed from PHANTOM . Conversely, gas can be added to PHANTOM
ue to stellar feedback (stellar winds, supernovae). 
.2 Star formation 
he star formation routine in EKSTER is done in a way similar to
he one described in Wall et al. ( 2019 ). When gas reaches a specified
ritical density ( ρcrit , see Table 1 ) and passes additional checks (listed
elow), a sink particle will form and accrete all gas particles within
 specified accretion radius r accr . At critical density, this will lead to
tar forming regions of approximately 200 M , which is enough to
robe the IMF without a dearth of high-mass stars (Wall et al. 2019 ).
he position and velocity of the sink particle are taken as the centre
f mass and centre of mass velocity of the gas particles, while the
elocity dispersion of the gas is also saved as a property of the sink.
his sink will then start forming stars by drawing a random mass
rom a Kroupa ( 2001 ) initial mass function, creating a star only if its
ass is still higher than the mass of the star. If this is the case, the
tar will be placed at a random position within the accretion radius
ith a velocity drawn from a Gaussian distribution centred on the 
elocity dispersion of the sink. The star’s mass is subtracted from
he sink’s mass. This process continues until the sink no longer has
nough mass to form the next star, at which point the accretion radius
f the sink is shrunk to keep the original density of the star forming
egion constant. The sink then acts as an unfinished proto-star, which 
an still accrete mass and potentially form new stars. 
We also implement a secondary method for star formation, in 
hich a group of sinks can act together as a mass reservoir for
tar formation. This method would be suitable when star-forming 
egions consisting of a single sink will not have enough mass to
revent a dearth of high-mass stars, which would be the case when a
igher SPH particle mass resolution is used than in this article. This
ethod is not further used here, but will be described in detail in a
orthcoming article (Liow et al. 2021 ). 
To decide if a star-forming region should form, at each time-step 
n the simulation we check if any gas particle has reached a densityigher than the critical density ρcrit . If this is the case, we subject
his gas particle to additional checks. A star forming region will
orm if: (a) the smoothing length of the gas particle is smaller than
alf the accretion radius, (b) the thermal energy is less than half the
otential energy, (c) the rotational energy and the thermal energy 
ombined are less than the potential energy, and (d) the total energy
f the gas within the accretion radius is ne gativ e. These checks are
imilar to those in Bate, Bonnell & Price ( 1995 ) and Price et al.
 2018 , paragraph 2.8.4). The gas particles are processed in order of
ecreasing density, so any particle within the accretion radius of an
lready checked particle is not checked again. Additionally, we add 
n option to skip these checks when any gas particle reaches a very
igh gas density of N × ρcrit , in which case a star-forming region
ill al w ays be created to prevent the code from slowing down too
uch. In this article, we set N to 10. 
.3 Stars 
nce stars have formed, they are added to both the stellar evolution
odule (here, SEBA ; Portegies Zwart & Verbunt 1996 ; Toonen et al.
012 ) and the stellar gravity module (here, PETAR ; Wang et al. 2020 ).
s the simulations in this article are run without stellar feedback
nd to a limited age, stellar evolution is used only to determine
tellar properties, while the stellar masses are kept constant. Stellar 
ravity is integrated using a combined tree/direct N -body method, 
ith additional support for algorithmic regularization to integrate 
inary stars. We set the switcho v er radius from direct N -body to Tree
ravity r out to 0.001 pc. Stars are integrated without any softening,
llowing for the dynamical formation of binary stars. 
.4 Coupling gravity 
e use the AMUSE module BRIDGE (Portegies Zwart et al. 2020 )
o couple gravitational interaction between the gas particles and the 
tars. We use a kick–drift–kick scheme for BRIDGE , in which particles 
re given a half-time-step kick, then drift for a full time-step, and are
hen given another half-time-step kick. These kicks are calculated 
y the Barnes & Hut ( 1986 )-type tree code FI (Pelupessy 2005 ).
enerally, a tree code is sufficiently accurate in these calculations, 
ince the internal gravity of the gas is also handled by a tree code.
he time-step for BRIDGE is set to 0.0025 Myr. 
.5 Feedback 
KSTER supports feedback in the form of stellar winds, supernovae 
nd radiation. Stellar winds and supernovae can be handled by the
TELLAR WINDS.PY module (Van der Helm et al. 2019 ) in AMUSE.
imilarly, for radiative feedback any of the AMUSE modules for this
an be used. In this article ho we ver, we do not enable feedback as
he mass resolution of the gas makes this impractical – a stellar wind
article can only be created once a star has released a mass equal to
hat of one gas particle as wind. This would make it very impractical
o use this method. We will discuss further simulations with feedback
nabled in a future article (Rieder et al., in preparation). 
 SI MULATI ONS  
ur initial conditions are based on snapshots from each of two
alaxy-scale simulations, one of which is the simulation shown 
n Dobbs & Pringle ( 2013 ). The other is identical apart from the
piral potential used, and ran to provide initial conditions for this
ork. The dimensions and locations of the regions we extract forMNRAS 509, 6155–6168 (2022) 
6158 S. Rieder et al. 
Table 2. Details of the simulated regions. The ‘cloud’ simulations start 
with a circular region focusing on a single massive cloud, while the ‘arm’ 
simulations start with a square region that contain several smaller clouds. 
The ‘standard’ runs use the galactic simulation from (Dobbs & Pringle 
2013 ) while the ‘strong’ models use a galactic simulation with a stronger 
potential. 
Name Particle mass X Y Width 
(M ) (kpc) (kpc) (pc) 
Standard-cloud 1 .0 − 2 .025 2 .870 300 
Strong-cloud 1 .0 − 5 .225 − 1 .050 300 
Standard-arm 1 .0 − 1 .800 − 1 .800 600 























































nras/article/509/4/6155/ur cluster simulations are shown in Table 2 , as well as the mass
esolution of our re-simulations. From each simulation, we take two
egions (see also Figs 1 and 2 ). One region, which we denote ‘cloud’,
entres on a massive GMC, whilst the other region, which we denote
arm’, centres on a section of spiral arm with a number of lower mass
louds. Thus we have two ‘arm’ regions, one in each simulation and
wo ‘cloud’ regions, again one in each simulation. 
.1 Galaxy simulations 
he simulation taken from Dobbs & Pringle ( 2013 ) models the gas
n a galaxy similar to the Milky Way, and adopts a logarithmic
otential to produce a flat rotation curve (Binney & Tremaine 2008 ),
s well as a two-armed spiral perturbation following Cox & G ́omez
 2002 ). The gas is initially assigned in a disc of radius 10 kpc
ith a uniform surface density of 8 M  pc −2 . The simulation also
ncludes heating and cooling (Glo v er & Mac Low 2007 ), gas self-igure 1. The column density (top panels) and velocity divergence (lower panels) a
ull galaxy with areas of interest highlighted, right: standard-arm area. The locatio
ase of plotting the shape of the clouds has been approximated to an ellipse along t
NRAS 509, 6155–6168 (2022) ravity, and supernova feedback, which is applied instantly when
tars are assumed to form. Although relatively simple, the supernova
eedback ef fecti vely disperses gas in molecular clouds, and leads
o realistic cloud lifetimes, and cloud properties (Dobbs & Pringle
013 ). As the ‘standard model’ for the re-simulations presented here,
e take initial conditions from the simulation in Dobbs & Pringle
 2013 ) (see Fig. 1 ). Ho we ver, we also performed a second simulation
‘strong model’, see Fig. 2 ), which was identical to that shown in
obbs & Pringle ( 2013 ), except that we changed the form of the
piral potential. We adapted the spiral potential so that the potential
s twice as strong at half the radius of the galaxy, but drops away at
he edge of the disc. Explicitly, the spiral component from Cox &
 ́omez ( 2002 ) is multiplied by a factor 
 ( R) = tanh ( A × ( R a − R)) + 1 , (1) 
where A = 0.25 and R a = 6.2 kpc are constants that determine the
agnitude change in the spiral arm strength, and where the potential
trength drops off with radius. We use a tanh function as it provides
 switch between 0 and 1. For the ‘strong-cloud’ model, the spiral
rm potential is ∼1.2 times stronger, whilst for the ‘strong-arm’
odel it is ∼1.7 times stronger. We used this potential so that we
ould increase the strength of the potential at radii of interest, where
e select regions for our re-simulations, but not at the edge of the
imulation where boundary effects tend to be more problematic.
he effect of using a stronger potential is to produce more bound,
nd more massive GMCs (see also Dobbs et al. 2011 ). Numerous
assive GMCs are visible just leaving the arms at radii of ∼5 kpc
n the galaxy simulation (Fig. 2 , centre), whereas with the standard
otential there are only one or two such GMCs. These GMCs also
orm earlier in the ‘strong’ simulation. re shown for the standard potential model. Left: standard-cloud area, centre: 
ns of the clouds are shown in the strong-cloud and strong-arm regions, for 
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Evolution of star clusters in spiral galaxies 6159 
Figure 2. The column density (top panels) and velocity divergence (lower panels) are shown for the strong potential model. The model clearly shows stronger 
convergence in the spiral arms than the standard model. Left: strong-cloud area, centre: full galaxy with areas of interest highlighted, right: strong-arm area. The 
locations of the clouds are shown in the strong-cloud and strong-arm regions, for ease of plotting the shape of the clouds has been approximated to an ellipse 
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ormation depends on the different galaxy models, and the different 
orphologies of the GMCs which form (see Figs 1 and 2 ). A
econd reason for increasing the spiral potential is that a stronger
otential should lead to higher converging flows. We might predict 
hat the clusters in the model with the stronger potential are more
assive and/or form faster compared to the standard model. In 
igs 1 and 2 , we show the divergence of the velocity field for
he two different models. There is clearly stronger convergence 
n the spiral arms in the model with the stronger potential. In
erms of the velocities of the gas, the maximum velocity gradi- 
nts are around 10–20 km s −1 in the standard model across a
00 pc size region, compared to 20–30 km s −1 with the stronger
otential. 
.2 Properties of the molecular clouds 
efore we show results from the simulations of cluster formation, 
e first determine the properties of the clouds that the clusters are
orn in. This is so that later we can relate the clusters which form
o their natal clouds. We identify clouds in the original simulations
sing a friends of friends algorithm (Dobbs, Pringle & Duarte-Cabral 
015 ), which selects particles that are within a given distance of each
ther. First, we select particles abo v e a giv en density, which here is
 cm −3 . We then select particles that are within a distance of 5 pc of
ther particles, similar to previous work (Dobbs et al. 2015 ; Liow &
obbs 2020 ). 
We show the properties of clouds along the spiral arm region 
‘standard-arm’) and in the massive cloud (‘standard-cloud’) from 
he standard potential simulations in Fig. 3 . We clearly see that theloud from ‘standard-cloud’ is an outlier compared to the ‘standard- 
rm’ clouds, which is not surprising since the morphology of these
reas is quite dissimilar. The cloud from ‘standard-cloud’ is an 
rder of magnitude more massive, has a surface density that is
round twice the clouds in the ‘standard-arm’ region, and is strongly
ravitationally bound. The velocity dispersion is relatively high, 
his is likely from previous stellar feedback in or close to the
louds. 
We show the properties of clouds for the strong potential model
n Fig. 4 , again showing clouds from ‘strong-arm’ and the massive
loud situated in ‘strong-cloud’. Again the cloud in ‘strong-cloud’ 
s an outlier, with a mass typically an order of magnitude higher
han the clouds in the ‘strong-arm’ region, and it has o v er twice
s high a surface density. The cloud in the strong-cloud region is
he most gravitationally bound, and is in fact more bound than the
qui v alent cloud in the ‘standard-cloud’ region. Again the cloud in
strong-cloud’ has a relatively high velocity dispersion but it is not
he highest compared with the clouds in the ‘strong-arm’ region. 
We also examined how typical these types of environment are 
n the global galaxy simulations. For this, we ran our friends of
riends algorithm o v er the entire galaxy, and identify clouds of
asses > 5 × 10 5 M , with a ratio of the kinetic and potential
nergy E k / | E p | < 2, as similar to our ‘cloud’ models, and all
ther clouds similar to the clouds in our ‘arm’ models. For the
trong potential case, there are around five times as many clouds
hich satisfy this criterion compared to the standard potential. 
n terms of mass, these massive bound clouds constitute about 
5 per cent of the mass in the strong potential galaxy, compared
o 7 per cent of the mass for the standard potential galaxy. This
ubstantiates our claim that the stronger spiral potential and conse- MNRAS 509, 6155–6168 (2022) 
6160 S. Rieder et al. 
Figure 3. The radii, surface densities, kinetic divided by gravitational 
potential energy and velocity dispersion are plotted against mass for clouds in 
the ‘standard-arm’ region (blue circles) and for the massive ‘standard-cloud’ 
(orange square). 
Figure 4. The radii, surface densities, kinetic divided by gravitational 
potential energy and velocity dispersion are plotted against mass for clouds 
in the ‘strong-arm’ region (blue circles) and for the massive ‘strong-cloud’ 
(orange square). 
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Figure 5. Stellar mass fraction o v er time in the four simulations. In the 
‘cloud’ simulations, a larger fraction of the initial mass has been converted 
to stars than in the ‘arm’ simulations. 
Figure 6. The number of clusters formed in the different models is shown 
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louds. 
.3 Running the simulation 
fter selecting the particles in our regions of interest (see Table 2 ),
e re-sample the SPH particles following the method in Bending 
t al. ( 2020 ). Each original particle is split into 311 new particles of
 M  each. 
We run simulations of each of these regions with EKSTER , using
sothermal gas at 30 K. To preserve the large-scale environment of
he original galactic simulation, we include the same tidal field used 
n the galaxy simulations (see Section 3.1). 
Since our simulations do not include feedback, we limit our 
imulations to the embedded phase of star cluster formation, i.e. up 
o 3 Myr (Lada & Lada 2003 ; Kim et al. 2021 ). We save a snapshot
very 0.01 Myr. 
 ANALYSIS  
nce stars form, we use HOP (Eisenstein & Hut 1998 ) to calculate
he stellar density in every snapshot and to locate density peaks. To
nsure clusters are found in the same way in each simulation and
napshot, we explicitly set HOP to use a relatively low threshold of
 3 M  pc −3 , an outer density threshold of 1 M  pc −3 and a relative
addle density threshold factor of 0.5, while the number of neighbours 
o detect the local density is set to 64. Using the density peaks, or
ores, as a starting point, we then use a different algorithm to find
lusters. Starting from the densest peak, we calculate the radius for a
phere centred on the peak at which the average stellar density in the
hole sphere becomes less than 10 M  pc −3 . We consider all the stars
n such a sphere to be part of the same cluster, and any further density
eak residing within the cluster’s radius will be considered a sub-
luster. For each cluster, we determine its mass, velocity dispersion, 
alf-mass and other Lagrangian radii, and the radius, velocity, and 
ensity of the core. 
We determine the formation history of a cluster by calculating the 
xpected location of the cluster core in an earlier snapshot as r s − 1 =
 s − dt × v s , where dt is the time between snapshots and r s and v s 
re the position and the velocity of the core at snapshot s . We then
earch for the cluster nearest to this expected location that contains 
t least half of the cluster members that would have formed at this
ime. This cluster is then designated the predecessor. 
 RESULTS  A N D  DISCUSSION  
n this section, we present results from our simulations of cluster 
ormation and evolution. We compare the evolution of the four largest 
tar clusters between similar regions in the two galaxies, as well as
etween different regions in the same galaxy. 
We find that in all four simulations, star formation starts after 
1 Myr (see Fig. 5 ). Both of the ‘strong’ models produce a larger
umber of clusters than their ‘standard’ equi v alent by 3 Myr, although
he ‘strong-cloud’ model initially forms relatively few clusters (see 
ig. 6 ). Star formation is strongest in the ‘cloud’ regions of
ach simulation, but there is not a great difference between either 
he ‘cloud’, or the ‘arm’, regions from the ‘strong’ and ‘standard’
imulations. For the ‘cloud’ simulations, over 10 per cent of the 
as is converted to stars, whereas in the ‘arm’ regions it is around
 per cent, although we would expect that feedback may decrease 
hese numbers. The typical star formation efficiency of GMCs is 
–5 per cent (e.g. Lada & Lada 2003 ) but may be higher for moreassive clouds or clusters (Vutisalchavakul, Evans & Heyer 2016 ; 
chsendorf et al. 2017 ; Tsuge et al. 2021 ). 
In Fig. 7 , we show images of the column density of the four
odels in the final snapshot, with an inset showing the most massive
luster in each simulation. As expected, in the ‘cloud’ models stars
ave formed primarily towards the centre of the clouds, in what
ppears by eye to be more massive clusters. This is not that surprising
ince the massive clouds selected in the ‘standard-cloud’ and ‘strong- 
loud’ are strongly gravitationally bound, and we would expect gas 
o condense towards the centre (see Figs 3 and 4 ). In the ‘arm’
odels, clusters are more spread out along the total length of the
rm. Again, this is not surprising as for the ‘arm’ models, several
louds are distributed along the spiral arm. By eye, there is little
bvious difference between the ‘strong’ and ‘standard’ models. 
.1 Cluster evolution over time 
e compare the evolution of the four largest star clusters between
imilar regions in the two galaxies, as well as between different
egions in the same galaxy. We show the mass (Fig. 8 ), velocity
ispersion (Fig. 9 ), and half-mass radius (Fig. 10 ) as they evolve
 v er time. 
Fig. 8 shows that cluster masses in the ‘cloud’ models grow to
onsiderably larger values than in the ‘arm’ models. As we saw from
igs 3 and 4 the initial mass reservoir of the clouds from whichMNRAS 509, 6155–6168 (2022) 
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Figure 7. The four regions are shown at 3 Myr. The inset regions are 10 pc wide and zoom in on the largest star cluster of each simulation. The size of the 
stars is proportional to their radius. The column density scale is the same as Figs 1 and 2 . Top row: strong-cloud (left) and standard-cloud (right). Bottom row: 
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ber 2021he clusters form in the ‘cloud’ models is quite different from the
arm’ models. In the ‘cloud’ models, there is ∼10 6 M  of strongly
ravitationally bound gas, whereas in the ‘arm models’, the clusters
orm in ∼10 4 −5 M  clouds that may not even be bound. 
Initially, the mass of the clusters increases linearly, indicating a
teady accretion of gas by these regions which is converted into stars.
n some instances, the increase in mass is smooth, but in other cases
e.g. blue, green, and orange lines, top panel), we see sudden jumps
n the mass. 1 These happen when the core of one cluster enters the
adius of another, leading to a merger of the two. Such mergers of The noise in the orange line, second panels, is due to our automated algorithm 
wapping between the progenitor cluster and a merging cluster, in most other 






NRAS 509, 6155–6168 (2022) lusters happen more frequently in the ‘cloud’ simulations than the
arm’ simulations. As we can see from Fig. 7 , top panels, insets,
here are multiple smaller clusters close to the most massive clusters
n the ‘cloud’ simulations, and some of these will mer ge. Mer gers are
isible as a peak in the velocity dispersion, Fig. 9 , often correspond
o a jump in mass, Fig. 8 , and also as an increase in the half-mass
adius, Fig. 10 . We can see examples of features corresponding to
 merger in the top panel of the mass and velocity dispersion plots
see e.g. blue lines in top panels, and explicitly labelled in the green
ines). Typically we see an increase in mass which precedes the
ncrease in velocity dispersion, as the two clusters come together
patially, and then the N -body dynamics drive an increase in the
elocity dispersion. 
In the ‘arm’ simulations, growth slows down for most clusters
fter ∼1 Myr, while in the ‘cloud’ simulations clusters continue to
Evolution of star clusters in spiral galaxies 6163 
Figure 8. The mass of the four largest clusters is shown from the four 
different simulations. Clusters reach much higher masses in the ‘cloud’ 
simulations, and in the strong-cloud simulation in particular. 
Figure 9. The velocity dispersion of the four largest clusters are shown for 
the four simulations versus time. 
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Figure 10. The half-mass radius of the four largest clusters for the four 
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ber 2021row. This is caused by the star clusters no longer being near a
eservoir of gas, either because the y hav e used up all the gas in
heir surroundings or because the stars have decoupled from the gas.
e see the decoupling occur when the gas undergoes a shock from
ar ger scale conver ging flows, whilst the cluster becomes displaced
rom the shock and is dominated by the smaller scale dynamics of
he constituent stars (see also Renaud et al. 2015 ). In the ‘cloud’
imulations, this decoupling seems to not take place and as a result
he clusters can grow larger. Fig. 11 shows panels centred on each
f the four most massive clusters, in each simulation, at a time
f 3 Myr. These panels show that for the ‘cloud’ models, there is
sually still high column density gas within at least a 10 pc radius
f the cluster. By contrast, for the ‘arm’ models, the gas column
ensity is lower, and in particular for the lowest mass ‘standard-
rm’ cluster, the vicinity of the cluster contains predominantly lower
ensity gas. Together with the increased number of mergers, this
esults in the ‘cloud’ simulations producing much more massive
lusters than the ‘arm’ simulations, in particular the ‘strong-cloud’
imulation. Again, from Fig. 11 we also see that for the ‘cloud’
odels there are numerous, sometimes quite massive, clusters within
0 pc of the central cluster, indicative of the likelihood of mergers. 
.2 Cluster properties 
e plot the core radius against the core density of all clusters in the
nal snapshot in Fig. 12 . Here, we see that the ‘cloud’ and ‘strong’
imulations produce the largest number of star clusters, while the
istributions of core radii and core densities are similar. This suggests
hat the internal structure and densities of similar size clusters are
imilar regardless of the initial simulation, which is unsurprising as
hese are presumably driven mostly by N -body dynamics. We also
ee that the most massive clusters exhibit the highest core densities. 
Finally, in Fig. 13 we plot the cluster mass versus the half-mass
adii, again at 3 Myr. Generally, there is not a strong dependence
f radius versus mass, as seen in observations (Portegies Zwart
t al. 2010 ), though it is consistent with the relation in Marks &
roupa ( 2012 , equation 7). We also show the young massive clusters
ortegies Zwart et al. ( 2010 , and references therein) plotted for
omparison as open circles, which are similarly aged to our clusters
 ≤3.5 Myr). We see again that the ‘cloud’ regions produce more
assive star clusters than the ‘arm’ regions. When comparing our
imulated clusters to the observed ones, we find that the more massive
f our clusters have similar masses and half-mass radii. Pfalzner &
aczmarek ( 2013 ) previously noted that observed young massive
lusters exhibit comparable radii. For the lower mass clusters, there
s a clearer increase of mass versus radius, roughly in line with
he observed correlation between cluster masses and radii (Adams
t al. 2006 ; Portegies Zwart et al. 2010 ; Pfalzner et al. 2016 ). We do
ot show open clusters from Portegies Zwart et al. ( 2010 ), as these
nclude clusters which are older than those in our simulations. Open
lusters tend to have larger radii for comparable masses, which could
uggest that clusters expand over time (e.g. due to gas expulsion,
anerjee & Kroupa 2017 ), and mo v e from the lower left or middle
f our figure to the upper left, as found in simulations of lower mass
lusters or associations by Pfalzner & Kaczmarek ( 2013 ). 
 C O N C L U S I O N S  
e have simulated the formation of star clusters in two different
ections of two spiral galaxies, using the EKSTER method that
ombines high-precision N -body dynamics with SPH and stellar
volution. By comparing two GMC regions and two spiral arm
Evolution of star clusters in spiral galaxies 6165 
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ber 2021egions from two different galaxies, we find that the massive and 
trongly bound GMCs are able to form larger star clusters in a shorter
ime compared to typical molecular clouds. This is independent of the 
alaxy scale simulation from which the clouds are extracted, though 
uch GMCs are much more commonplace in our galaxy model with 
 stronger spiral potential. These results agree with the hypothesis 
n Dobbs et al. ( 2020 ) that massive clusters (and massive GMCs;
obbs et al. 2011 ) form in more strongly converging flows. This
ould potentially explain why star formation, and the properties of 
olecular clouds, appear to be more effected by spiral arms in for
xample M51, compared to our own Milky Way Galaxy (Colombo 
t al. 2014 , 2021 ). 
We also find that clusters partially grow by merging with other 
proto-)clusters. This agrees with previous work (Smilgys & Bonnell 
017 ), although here we are fully resolving the mergers in our
odels. These mergers produce clear peaks in the velocity dispersion 
f the stars. Again, this is more commonplace during the formation ofassive clusters formed in massive GMCs compared to lower mass 
lusters formed in lower mass clouds. We compare the properties of
ur clusters with observed clusters. We find that our more massive
lusters have similar properties to observed young massive clusters, 
ncluding a fairly constant mass radius relation. Smaller clusters do 
how an increase in mass with radius, but tend to be lower radii
ompared to typical observed open clusters, possibly because these 
ystems are generally younger. 
O N T R I BU T I O N S  
he authors contributed to this article specifically in the following 
ays. SR: concept, developing EKSTER , running and analysing the 
imulations. CD: concept, initial galaxy simulations. TB: initial 
alaxy simulations, zoom-in initial conditions. KYL: star forma- 
ion from sinks, co-developing EKSTER . JW: assistance with and 
eveloping of PHANTOM . MNRAS 509, 6155–6168 (2022) 
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Figure 12. The core radius versus core density is shown for all clusters at 
3.0 Myr. The clusters all show similar populations, but the ‘cloud’ simulations 
yield more clusters and more massive clusters than the ‘arm’ simulations. The 
most massive clusters are indicated with orange squares. 
Figure 13. Mass versus half-mass radius for clusters at 3.0 Myr. The most 
massive clusters (orange squares) have properties comparable to the similarly 
aged observed young massive clusters. The lowest mass clusters (  200 M ) 
ha ve comparable masses, b ut slightly smaller radii than those in Lada & 
Lada ( 2003 ), ho we ver we caution that these clusters may be dominated by 
very recently inserted stars which have not yet evolved far from their initial 
conditions. The grey dashed line indicates the relation from Marks & Kroupa 
( 2012 , equation 7). 
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